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Given a polarization of an even unimodular lattice and integer
k 1, we deﬁne a family of unimodular lattices L(M,N,k). Of
special interest are certain L(M,N,3) of rank 72. Their minimum
norms lie in {4,6,8}. Norms 4 and 6 do occur. Consequently, 6
becomes the highest known minimum norm for rank 72 even
unimodular lattices. We discuss how norm 8 might occur for such
a L(M,N,3). Our method constructs such L(M,N,k) in dimensions
96, 120 and 128 with minimum norms 8.
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Integral positive deﬁnite lattices with high norm for a given rank and discriminant have attracted
a lot of attention, due to their connections with modular forms, number theory, combinatorics and
group theory. Especially intriguing are those even unimodular lattices which are extremal, i.e. their
minimum norms achieve the theoretical upper bound 2( n24  + 1), where n is the rank. The rank of
an even unimodular lattices must be divisible by 8 (e.g., [17]). The rank of an even integral unimodular
extremal lattice is bounded (see [1] or Chapter 7 of [7] and the references therein). Extremal lattices
are known to exist in dimensions a multiple of 8 up through 80, except for dimension 72. An extremal
rank 72 lattice would have minimum norm 8 [7,1].
In this article, we construct a family of unimodular lattices L(M,N,k) 2.6 for an integer k and
unimodular integral lattices M,N which form a polarization 2.3. Estimates on the minimum norm of
L(M,N,k) give some new examples of lattices with moderately high minimum norms.
Of special interest are those L(M,N,3) of dimension 72 where we input Niemeier lattices for M
and N . Such a L(M,N,3) have minimum norm 4, 6 or 8. Norms 4 and 6 occur. According to [15], our
result is the ﬁrst proof that there exists a rank 72 unimodular lattice for which the minimum norm is
at least 6. We indicate a speciﬁc criterion to be checked for such L(M,N,3) to have minimum norm 8.
We conclude by noting certain L(M,N,k) with minimum norms 8 in dimensions 96, 120 and 128.
Our results for dimensions 96 and 120 seem to establish highest known minimum norms [15], while
the result for dimension 128 had been established in 1959 by the Barnes–Wall lattice BW27 [2,4,5,11].
This work was supported in part by National Cheng Kung University where the author was a
visiting distinguished professor; by Zhejiang University Center for Mathematical Research; by the Uni-
versity of Michigan; and by National Science Foundation Grant NSF (DMS-0600854). We thank Alex
Ryba for helpful discussions.
2. Integral sublattices of Υ 3
Deﬁnition 2.1. In this article, lattice means a rational positive deﬁnite lattice. The term even lattice
means an integral lattice in which all norms are even integers. For a lattice L, we deﬁne μ(L) :=
min{(x, x) | x ∈ L, x = 0} and call it the minimum norm of L. If L1, L2, . . . is a set of lattices, we deﬁne
μ(L1, L2, . . .) to be the minimum of μ(L1),μ(L2), . . . .
If L is a lattice then the set of values (L, L) is an inﬁnite cyclic subgroup of (Q,+) A.1. (This fact
is perhaps not well known.)
Deﬁnition 2.2. Suppose that E is an integral unimodular lattice. A polarization is a pair of sublattices
X, Y such that (X, X) 2Z, (Y , Y )  2Z, X + Y = E and X ∩ Y = 2E . It follows that E is even. Note
that X/2E and Y /2E form a pair of complimentary totally singular subspaces of E/2E with respect
to the natural F2-valued form on E/2E . If E is a lattice and r > 0 is a rational number such that
√
r E
is an integral unimodular lattice, a polarization of E is a pair of sublattices X, Y so that
√
rM,
√
rN is
a polarization of
√
rE .
Remark 2.3. If Z is one of X, Y as in 2.2 and E is unimodular, then 1√
2
Z is integral and unimodular,
but may not be even. If 1√
2
X and 1√
2
Y are both even lattices we call the polarization an even polar-
ization. If E is not unimodular but
√
rE is, the polarization X, Y of E is called even if the polarization√
r X ,
√
rY is even.
Notation 2.4. We let Υ be a lattice so that U := √2Υ is an even, integral unimodular lattice.
A polarization of Υ is therefore a pair of integral sublattices M,N such that M + N = Υ and
M ∩ N = 2Υ .
1514 R.L. Griess / Journal of Number Theory 130 (2010) 1512–1519For the time being, rank(Υ ) = rank(U ) is an arbitrary multiple of 8. We know the complete list
of possibilities for even, integral unimodular lattices only in dimensions 8, 16 and 24. Such rank 24
lattices are called Niemeier lattices since they were ﬁrst classiﬁed by Niemeier [16].
Lemma 2.5. The E8-lattice has an even polarization.
Proof. This follows from a general fact A.3. We give alternate arguments. It follows since the E8 lattice
modulo 2 has a nonsingular form with maximal Witt index (for example, any A4A4 sublattice has
odd index and so maps onto E8/2E8. Therefore, a diagonal sublattice of this maps onto a dimension
4 totally singular subspace of E8/2E8). One then quotes the characterization of E8 as the unique (up
to isometry) rank 8 even unimodular lattice. Another proof uses the existence of a fourvolution B.1
on E8 (one exists, for example, in a natural Weyl(D8) subgroup; if one identiﬁes E8 with BW23 , the
natural group of isometries BW23 contains lower fourvolutions). 
Notation 2.6. We use the notation of 2.4 and let M,N be a polarization of Υ . Let k 2. Deﬁne these
sublattices of Υ k:
LM :=
{
(x1, . . . , xk) ∈ Mk
∣∣ x1 + · · · + xk ∈ M ∩ N
}
,
LN := {(y, y, . . . , y) ∣∣ y ∈ N},
L(M,N,k) := LM + LN .
Remark 2.7. Because L(M,N,1) = N and L(M,N,2) ∼= U ⊥ U , the interesting case is k 3. If k = 2q is
even, L(M,N,k) contains LM + LN , a sublattice isometric to √q U .
Proposition 2.8.
(i) The lattice L(M,N,k) is an integral lattice and the sublattice LM is even.
(ii) If k is an even integer or N is an even lattice, L(M,N,k) is an even lattice. Otherwise, L(M,N,k) is odd.
(iii) L(M,N,k) is unimodular.
Proof. (i) To prove integrality, one shows that LM and LN are integral lattices and that (LM , LN ) Z.
The latter follows since for (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ LM , ∑i xi ∈ N , an integral lattice. Finally, the evenness
of LM is obvious since it is integral and a set of generators is even (e.g., all vectors of the form
(x, x,0k−1), x ∈ M and (y,0k−1), y ∈ 2Υ ).
(ii) This is obvious from the deﬁnition of LN .
(iii) Deﬁne L := L(M,N,k). To prove unimodularity, it suﬃces by A.2 to show that |L : LM |2 =
det(LM). We have det(LM) = det(Mk)|Mk : LM |2 = 1 · 2rank(M) and |L : LM | = |LM + LN : LM | =
|LN : LN ∩ LM | = |LN : LN ∩ Mk||LN ∩ Mk : LN ∩ LM | = 2 12 rank(M) · 1. 
Theorem 2.9.We use the notation μ(L1, L2, . . .) 2.1.
(i) μ(LM) = 2μ(M,U ) and μ(LN ) = kμ(N).
(ii) μ(L)min{kμ(N),2μ(M,U )}.
(iii) μ(L)min{ k2μ(U ),2μ(M,U )}.
Proof. (i) To determine μ(LM), consider the possibility that all entries of (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ LM are in 2Υ .
(ii) This follows from (i) since LM and LN are sublattices of L.
(iii) If a vector is in L \ LM , all of its coordinates are nonzero. 
Deﬁnition 2.10. A Leech lattice is a rank 24 even unimodular lattice without roots.
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in [6], then in different styles in [3] and [10].
The next result 2.11 illustrates the use of 2.9 by constructing a Leech lattice. This argument comes
from [18,14]. An analogous construction of a Golay code was created earlier by Turyn [19]. The origi-
nal existence proof of the Leech lattice [13] makes use of the Golay code, whereas 2.11 does not.
Corollary 2.11. Leech lattices exist.
Proof. We take M ∼= N ∼= E8 2.5. From 2.9, 3  μ(L)  4. Since L(M,N,3) is even, μ(L(M,
N,3)) = 4. 
Notation 2.12. We let Λ be a Leech lattice. (Another common notation is Λ24.)
3. Minimum norms for rank 72 L(M, N,3)
Notation 3.1. In this section, L(M,N,3) is a rank 72 lattice for which M and N are Niemeier lattices.
The minimum norm of a Niemeier lattice is 2 unless it is the Leech lattice, for which the minimum
norm is 4.
Corollary 3.2.
(i) μ(L(M,N,3)) 4.
(ii) If M  Λ, then μ(L(M,N,3)) = 4.
(iii) If U ∼= M ∼= Λ, then μ(L(M,N,3)) 6.
(iv) If U ∼= M ∼= Λ, and N  Λ, then μ(L(M,N,3)) = 6.
We now prove existence of polarizations of Υ to show that lattices as in (ii) and (iv) of 3.2 do
occur.
Proposition 3.3. There exist L(M,N,3) with minimum norms 4 and 6.
Proof. We take U ∼= E38 and M,N  U , M ∼= N ∼=
√
2E38 such that M + N = U (for example, the or-
thogonal direct sum of three polarizations as in 2.11 will do). Then (ii) applies.
If U ∼= Λ, take in Υ any sublattice M ∼= Λ (see B.2, B.3) and any N ∼= E38 (see [10] for existence).
Then (iv) applies. 
Corollary 3.4. If μ(L(M,N,3)) = 8, M ∼= N ∼= Λ.
The question remains whether there exists a polarization M,N so that μ(L(M,N,3)) = 8.
Remark 3.5. Gabriele Nebe has pointed out information about embeddings of
√
2 J into K , where J , K
are Niemeier lattices. See:
http://www.math.rwth-aachen.de/~Gabriele.Nebe/HECKE/hecke
http://www.math.rwth-aachen.de/~Gabriele.Nebe/papers/Siemod12.pdf.
For the case K ∼= Λ, see [8, Thm. 4.1]. Note also that embeddings of √2E38 in Λ were used exten-
sively in [10].
4. Norm 6 vectors in rank 72 L(M, N,3)
Notation 4.1. Let L := L(M,N,3), where M ∼= N ∼= Λ (by B.3, there exists such a polarization).
1516 R.L. Griess / Journal of Number Theory 130 (2010) 1512–1519From 3.2(iii), μ(L) 6. We consider the possibility that L has vectors of norm 6 and derive some
results about forms of norm 6 vectors.
We use parentheses both for inner products (x, y) and n-tuples (x1, . . . , xn) and hope for no con-
fusion when n = 2.
Notation 4.2. We call an ordered 4-tuple (w, x, y, z) ∈ N ×M ×M ×M admissible if x+ y+ z ∈ M ∩ N .
The elements of L are the (x + w, y + w, z + w), for all admissible 4-tuples (w, x, y, z). We call ad-
missible 4-tuples (w, x, y, z) and (w ′, x′, y′, z′) equivalent if (w + x,w + y,w + z) = (w ′ + x′,w ′ + y′,
w ′ + z′). An offender is an admissible 4-tuple (w, x, y, z) such that each of rx := w + x, ry := w + y,
rz := w + z has norm 2. The set rx, ry, rz is called a triple of offender roots. Offenders are those admis-
sible 4-tuples which give norm 6 vectors (w + x,w + y,w + z) ∈ L. Note that for an offender, w /∈ M
or else M would contain roots.
If there are no offenders, L has minimum norm 8. We therefore study hypothetical offenders.
The rational lattice Υ = M + N is not integral (in fact, (Υ,Υ ) = 12Z). The next result asserts inte-
grality of the sublattice of Υ spanned by the components of an offender.
Lemma 4.3. For an offender, (w, x, y, z), we deﬁne K to be the Z-span of w, x, y, z. Then
(i) The image of K in (M + N)/M has order 2;
(ii) K is an even integral lattice.
Proof. (i) The image of K in (M + N)/M is spanned by the image of w , and w /∈ M , 2w ∈ M .
(ii) Since x, y, z lie in an even integral lattice M and w ∈ N is even integral, it suﬃces to prove
that each of (w, x), (w, y), (w, z) is integral. We have 2 = (w + x,w + x) = (w,w) + 2(w, x) + (x, x).
Since M and N are even lattices, (w,w) and (x, x) are even integers. So (w, x) is integral. Similarly,
we prove (w, y), (w, z) are integral. 
Lemma 4.4. Let Q be a sublattice of Λ, Q ∼= √2Λ. The 212 − 1 nontrivial cosets of Q which lie in Λ each
contain exactly 48 norm 4 vectors, and such a set of 48 is an orthogonal frame: two members are proportional
or orthogonal.
Proof. This may be proved by a rescaling of the argument that in Λ, the norm 8 vectors which lie in
the same coset of 2Λ constitute an orthogonal frame of 48 vectors. See [6,9]. For completeness, we
give it here. Let S be the set of norm 4 vectors in Λ. We have |S| = 196560 = 24335 · 7 · 13. Suppose
that x, y ∈ S are in the same coset of Q but x, y are not proportional. Then x − y and x + y are
nonzero vectors of Q , so have norms at least 8. The inequalities 8 (x ± y, x ± y) = 4 ± 2(x, y) + 4
imply that (x, y) = 0. It follows that if z ∈ Λ\ Q , then S ∩ (z+ Q ) is contained in an orthogonal frame
of norm 4 vectors. Since Q \ 2Λ is the union of 212 − 1 cosets and |S| = 48 · (212 − 1), each coset
contains exactly 48 norm 4 vectors. 
Lemma 4.5. If (w, x, y, z) is admissible and w /∈ M, there exists an equivalent admissible quadruple
(w ′, x′, y′, z′) such that w ′ has norm 4.
Proof. This follows from 4.4. There exists v ∈ Υ so that w ′ := w − 2v ∈ N has norm 4 (recall that
2Υ = M ∩ N). Take x′ := x + 2v , y′ := y + 2v , z′ := z + 2v . Then x′, y′, z′ lie in M . The quadruple
(w ′, x′, y′, z′) is admissible and equivalent to (w, x, y, z). 
Lemma 4.6. A triple of offender roots is a pairwise orthogonal set.
Proof. Let (w, x, y, z) be an offender. Suppose that two offender roots are not orthogonal, say r =
w + x and s = w + y. Deﬁne J := span{r, s}, an A2-lattice (note that J is integral, by 4.3(ii)). Since
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every index 2 sublattice of J contains roots. 
Lemma 4.7. Let (w, x, y, z) be an offender triple for which w has norm 4. Let r, s, t be its three offender roots
(in any order). One of the following two possibilities holds:
(a) the unordered set of inner products (w, r), (w, s), (w, t) is 0,0,1 (in which case the unordered set of
norms for x, y, z is 6,6,4);
(b) the unordered set of inner products (w, r), (w, s), (w, t) is 0,0,−1 (in which case the unordered set of
norms for x, y, z is 6,6,8).
Proof. Let r′ ∈ {r,−r} satisfy (w, r′)  0. Similarly, let s′ ∈ {s,−s} satisfy (w, s′)  0 and t′ ∈ {t,−t}
satisfy (w, t′) 0. Then w + r′ + s′ + t′ ∈ M ∩ N and w + r′ + s′ + t′ has norm 4+ 2+ 2+ 2+ e, where
e  0 and e is an even integer 4.3.
We observe that if w + r′ + s′ + t′ were 0, the pairwise orthogonality of r, s, t would imply that w
has norm 6, which contradicts the assumption that w has norm 4. Therefore, w + r′ + s′ + t′ has even
norm at least 8. Consequently, e = 0 or e = −2. Since M ∩ N ∼= √2Λ, in which norms are divisible
by 4 and nonzero norms are at least 8, e = −2. Therefore all but one of (w, r), (w, s), (w, t) is 0 and
the remaining one is ±1.
Choose notation so that t = w + z. Then (z, z) = (t − w, t − w) = 2 + 4 − 2(w, t). If (w, t) = 1, z
has norm 4 and if (w, t) = −1, z has norm 8. 
Notation 4.8. An offender (w, x, y, z) is a super offender if w has norm 4 and the norms of x, y, z in
some order are 6, 6, 4.
Lemma 4.9. If an offender exists, a super offender exists.
Proof. We may assume that we have an offender (w, x, y, z) which satisﬁes (w,w) = 4. In the nota-
tion of 4.7, we may take t := z + w and assume that (w, t) = ±1.
If (w, t) = 1, (w, x, y, z) is a super offender. So, we may assume that (w, t) = −1 and (z, z) = 8.
Then (−w,−x,−y, z+ 2w) is admissible and its ﬁnal component z+ 2w = t + w has norm 4. There-
fore, (−w,−x,−y, z + 2w) is a super offender. 
The next result summarizes our analysis.
Theorem 4.10. Let L := L(M,N,3), where M ∼= N are isometric to the Leech lattice. Then the minimum norm
of L is 6 if and only if there exists a super offender. Otherwise, the minimum norm is 8.
Remark 4.11. Given M,N , 4.10 indicates that checking a (very large) ﬁnite number of inner products
among small norm vectors in Λ will settle μ(L(M,N,3)).
There are ﬁnitely many polarizations M,N of Υ . Possibly some L(M,N,3) have minimum norm 6
and others have minimum norm 8.
Use of isometry groups and other theory might reduce the number of computations signiﬁcantly.
5. Some higher dimensions
Lemma 5.1. There exist rank 32 even integral unimodular lattices U ,M,N so thatμ(U ) = μ(M) = 4,μ(N) ∈
{2,4} and √2M,√2N is a polarization of U .
Proof. We take U to be the rank 32 Barnes–Wall lattice, BW25 . If f is a fourvolution in O (U ), then
M := ( f − 1)U ∼= √2U . Therefore, the natural F2-valued quadratic form on U/2U is split (i.e., has
maximal Witt index) and so there exists an even unimodular lattice N so that
√
2N is between U
1518 R.L. Griess / Journal of Number Theory 130 (2010) 1512–1519and 2U and
√
2N/2U complements M/2U in U/2U . The extremal bound μ(N)  4 and evenness
of N imply the last statement. 
We now exhibit a few even unimodular lattices for which the minimum norm is moderately close
to the extremal bound 2(1+  rank(L)24 ).
Proposition 5.2. Let U ,M,N be as in 5.1 and let k = 3. Then the minimum norm of the rank 96 lattice
L(M,N,3) is 6 or 8.
Proof. The value of μ depends on whether there exists rank 32 even unimodular lattices U ,M,N as
in 5.1 so that μ(N) = 4. 
Theorem 5.3. There exists an even unimodular lattice L(M,N,k) of rank  and minimum norm μ for the
following pairs (,μ):
(i) (96,8) (the extremal bound is 10);
(ii) (120,8) (the extremal bound is 12).
(iii) (128,8) (the extremal bound is 12).
Proof. We use 2.9.
(i) Take k = 4 and U ,M,N ∼= Λ B.3.
(ii) Take k = 5 and U ,M,N ∼= Λ B.3.
(iii) Take k = 4 where U ,M,N are rank 32 lattices as in 5.1. 
Appendix A. Elementary results about lattices
Lemma A.1. Let L be an integral lattice. The set (L, L) is an ideal in Z.
Proof. Let x1, . . . , xn be a basis for L. Form the Gram matrix G := ((xi, x j)). The theory of modules
over a PID implies that there exist integer matrices P , Q of determinant ±1 so that PGQ is diagonal,
with diagonal entries d1,d2, . . . ,dn , where each di is positive and di |di+1 for i = 1,2, . . . ,n − 1. It
follows that (L, L) = d1Z. 
Theorem A.2 (“Index-determinant formula”). Let L be a rational lattice, and M a sublattice of L of ﬁnite index
|L : M|. Then
det(L)|L : M|2 = det(M).
Proof. This is a well-known result. Choose a basis x1, . . . , xn for L and positive integers d1,d2 · · · ,dn ,
so that M has a basis d1x1,d2x2, . . . ,dnxn . A Gram matrix for the lattice M is GM = ((dixi,d jx j)) =
DGLD , where
D =
⎛
⎝
d1
d2
. . .
⎞
⎠ ,
and GL = ((xi, x j)) is a Gram matrix for L. Thus det(GM) = det(D)2 · det(GL). 
Theorem A.3. There are even unimodular lattices of signature (r, s) if and only if r-s is a multiple of 8. In this
case they all form one genus.
Proof. [12, Satz (26.7)b]. 
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Deﬁnition B.1. A fourvolution f is a linear transformation whose square is −1. If f is orthogonal,
f − 1 doubles norms.
Deﬁnition B.2. Let L be an integral lattice. A sublattice M of L is of fourvolution type if there exists
a fourvolution f so that M = L( f − 1) (whence M ∼= √2L). The same terminology applies to scaled
copies of Λ.
Lemma B.3. If U ∼= Λ, there are polarizations of Υ by sublattices M ∼= N ∼= Λ.
Proof. Here is one proof. We use a fact about O (Λ), that there are pairs of fourvolutions f , g so that
〈 f , g〉 is a double cover of a dihedral group of order 2k for which an element of odd order k > 1 has
no eigenvalue 1 on Λ. There exist examples of this for k = 3,5, at least (for which CO (Λ)(〈 f , g〉) ∼=
2 ·G2(4),2 · H J , respectively) [9]. We take M := Λ( f −1) and N := Λ(g −1). Since 2Λ = Λ( f −1)2 =
Λ(g − 1)2, M ∩ N  2Λ. We argue that the pair M,N gives a polarization. Since (M ∩ N)/2Λ consists
of vectors ﬁxed by 〈 f , g〉, it is 0. By determinant considerations, M + N = Υ . 
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